Business Plan

Team Mission Statement
To inspire students at Mercy High School in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). Through our
FIRST Robotics program, we encourage young women to choose STEM career paths. We promote learning
through a mentor-guided and student-led effort to design, build, program a robot and manage a competitive
team.

History and team growth
With a team number of 1481, you would assume that we have been around since 2004. In reality, The
Riveters originated in 2015. Instead of starting with a team number in the high 5000s, another Farmington
Hills team lacked participation and we inherited these sweet digits. A small group of experienced mentors in
Farmington Hills wanted to bring FIRST Robotics to the attention of an overlooked population. The mentors
worked closely with FIRST in Michigan and connected with Mercy High School, an all-girls Catholic school.
This affiliation provided a unique opportunity to introduce STEM to young women in a school that had yet to
adopt the program. Team 1481 was resurrected and The Riveters were born.
Through the hard work of our students and mentors and the support of our sponsors and administration, The
Riveters expanded from a small group of students trying to salvage Team 1481 to a strong and empowering
group of girls. We started with low funding and limited workspace, but through our team growth and
success, we managed to develop our own workspace for all functions of our team, procure more sponsors,
and increase student participation. We worked through the past six competition seasons to prove ourselves
as a viable FIRST competitor at the regional, state, and national level, and we hope to continue our prosperity
this competition season.

Organizational Structure
Board of Directors
A board of directors consisting of parents, mentors, and Mercy administration oversees the team. The board
sets and administers the budget, and the books are audited annually. In 2018 the board of directors
established our team as a non-profit now known as Riveter Robotics. Our Board is a support system for our
team, they give us critical guidance regarding the logistics and functions of our team.

Mercy high school
Mercy High School is the home of The Riveters; housing our entire workshop and allowing us full access to
the school’s resources and flexible meeting hours. Without the cooperation of our administration, our team
would not have a venue to meet. Mercy also allows us to participate in many in-school recruitment events,
supporting our team growth.

Sponsors
Our sponsors not only provide us with the money, materials, and mentorship necessary for the success of our
team, but they also offer professional guidance to help our team function as efficiently as possible. For
example, it was our sponsors who suggested we transition our programming system to Java to simulate a
more realistic career environment. They give unique opportunities to utilize business techniques to prepare
for potential future jobs. We are incredibly grateful for our sponsors who support us in every way they can
and are crucial to the success of The Riveters.
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Subteams
Team 1481 is organized into 5 groups: Project Management, Strategy and Drive (SAD), Business and
Development (BAD), Fabrication Assembly and Design (FAD), and Programming, Electronics, and Pneumatics
(PEP). This year the team also uses what we call “swim lanes,” which are student-led groups of six students
and two mentors. Each swim lane works on a specific component of the robot from design to fabrication to
programming. Swim lanes keep students focused and allow components to be built in parallel.

FAD
The Fabrication and Design team (FAD) focuses on the mechanical aspects of the robot. This includes the
design, manufacturing, and assembly of the robot as well as maintenance during competitions.

SAD
Following kickoff the Strategy and Drive (SAD) subteam breaks down the game in order to provide the
guidelines and requirements to build a multi-functioning efficient robot. During competitions, we select those
who drive for matches and also scout and analyze match data in order to pick the best alliance to help us win
the competition.

PEP
The PEP subteam is responsible for the Programming, Electronics, and Pneumatics systems of the robot. Each
programmer codes and wires the robot for its functionality. PEP works closely with SAD and FAD to tune the
code to their standards. We use the coding language Java for our coding purposes.

Project Management
Project Management (PM) focuses on the team’s overall organization. By creating a build season schedule,
tracking and recording attendance, and facilitating our weekly design discussions, PM keeps the team at peak
productivity.

BAD
Business and Development (BAD), is responsible for pitching our team goal and motives to sponsors, team
branding, running the website/social media, forming the business plan, and managing our imagery. BAD
organizes the opportunity for anyone on the team to make shirt designs based on the game theme for the
year keeping our iconic Rosie consistent each year.

Marketing
Imagery is very influential in our team marketing and advertising. We use our team uniforms and spirit wear
to promote our team name and our sponsors’ companies. We also utilize social media platforms such as
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter to communicate with other teams, parents, sponsors, and FIRST. Our
sponsors’ logos also appear on our robot, so our name as well as theirs has lots of exposure at competition
and outreach events. We also organize Riveter outreach events to encourage young students not only to
explore STEM, but also to explore FIRST and the Riveters. Our most effective marketing platform is our team
website, 1481Riveters.com, where we post competition updates, pictures of the team, our business plan, and
our team lead contacts to encourage collaboration between the Riveters and other teams.
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Risk Analysis
We’ve used a SWOT analysis process to identify our strengths and weaknesses as a team. For example, with a
significant number of seniors graduating this year, we are concerned about losing the knowledge that these
students posses. We are working towards recruiting and educating underclassmen with training and student
mentorship. Please reference our SWOT analysis chart in the appendix.

Financials
Sponsors
Our team’s budget depends greatly upon sponsorships, grants, and membership fees. From our sponsors,
The Riveters seek four essential elements for our team: money, materials, services, and mentors. We are
currently sponsored by General Motors, DTE Foundation, Consumers Energy, Robert Bosch, Novelis,
Autodesk, Ford Motor Co., Infineon, Metro Bolt Corp, SW North America, and Master Craft Floors.
Our sponsors are important to us and our goal is to represent their brands well by conducting ourselves in
the true spirit of FIRST. We have five tiers of sponsorships with additional benefits depending on the amount
of support a sponsor offers our team. All of our sponsor logos appear on our team website and banner. Some
higher tier benefits include large logos on our uniforms and robot. We also represent our sponsors at FIRST
or other outreach events.

income and expenses
The team’s budgeted income for 2020 is roughly $70,000 and our expected expenses for 2020 are estimated
to be around $55,000. More information regarding the individual components of our income and expenses
can be found in the appendix.
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2020 business plan appendix
Team 1481 Budget 2019-2020
Income
Student Fees

9,350

State Competition

1,600

Sponsorships

29,000

Grants

30,109

Total Income

70,059

Expenses
State Competition

8,500

World Competition

6,260

Food

3,700

Events

268

Training

1,000

Capital Improvement

4,765

Competition fees

5,000

Uniforms and Imagery

5,600

Robots

13,400

Supplies

6,900

Total Expenses

55,393

SWOT Chart
Strengths

Weaknesses



Majority of team is female



Recruiting challenges



Strong sponsor network



Lack of a dedicated practice



Supported by dedicated
mentors



Team communication



Dedicated workspace

field


activities and academics

Opportunities


Engaging with young women

Students with competing

Threats


in FTC teams

Experience loss at student
and mentor level

Grow STEM and robotics



Team continuity

awareness at Mercy



Sponsor’s expectations



Expand sponsor list



Mentor retirement



Recruiting new mentors



Team organization
Students divided into sub-teams

Mentors divided into sub-teams

